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Abstract. Nowadays, datasets become larger and larger. As stated by
Eric Schmidt, every two days now we create as much or more information
as we did from the dawn of civilization up until 2003. Thus, the question
is how to make good use of such big data. A solution is Complex Event
Processing (CEP) engines that propose to correlate realtime, contextual
and past information. In this paper we propose a new architecture that
leverages existing research done in Publish/Subscribe systems and CEP
engines with the idea to federate them in order to scale to the load that
could be encountered in todays ubiquitous events workloads.

Keywords: Complex Event Processing · Publish/Subscribe · Resource
Description Framework (RDF) · SPARQL protocol and RDF query lan-
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1 Introduction

Using Complex Event Processing this paper wants to outline a framework for
dynamic and complex, event-driven interaction for the Web. Such an architecture
will enable the exchange of contextual information (events) between heteroge-
neous services, providing the possibilities of optimizing and personalizing the
execution of the services themselves, resulting in context-driven adaptivity. We
will illustrate these goals by drawing a use case called “Contextual Latitude”
in which we combine historical Twitter data with real-time location updates of
mobile users.

The paper will begin by outlining the architecture used in our approach and
implementation. It will then go into detail of explaining the components for
real-time and historic events and propose an event format based on Resource
Description Framework (RDF) with a matching SPARQL-based event pattern
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language syntax. After that the paper explains non-functional aspects of the
architecture such as monitoring which is needed for contracts between event
producers and consumers on the Web. The paper finishes by discussing related
work and conclusions.

2 Proposed Solution

Nowadays, datasets become larger and larger. As stated1 by Eric Schmidt, every
two days now we create as much or more information as we did from the dawn of
civilization up until 2003. Thus, the question is how to make good use of such big
data. A solution is CEP engines that propose to correlate realtime, contextual
and past information. The architecture we propose hereafter, leverage existing
research done in pub/sub systems and CEP engines with the idea to federate
them in order to scale to the load that could be encountered. The architecture
we propose is depicted by Fig. 1.

The EventClouds provide storage and event forwarding capabilities to inter-
ested subscribers. The role of an Event Cloud is a unified tool and correspond-
ing API for manipulating realtime and historical events. Subscriptions may use
a simple set of operators such as conjunctive queries to filter out an interest-
ing event according to the numerous information it holds. It is also import to
notice that each EventCloud may contain different kind of information and in a
real usecase multiple EventCloud would be deployed either to differentiate data
among organizations or to classify them. For example it is meaningless to put
medical information with weather forecast data.

Complex queries are executed by the Distributed Complex Event Processing
(DCEP) engine. As such, the DCEP component has the role of detecting com-
plex events and reasoning over simple ones by means of event patterns defined
in logic rules. To detect complex events, the DCEP subscribes to one or sev-
eral EventClouds for any event defined in the original complex subscription and
combines the results with historical ones thanks additional queries posted to
EventClouds. DCEP supports traditional event operators such as sequence, con-
current conjunction, disjunction, negation, all operators from Allen’s interval
algebra and windowing, filtering, enrichment, projection, translation, and multi-
plication operators. Out-of-order event processing is also supported (e.g., events
that are delayed due to different circumstances such as network anomalies).
More details about the expressivity and the features of both systems are given
in Subsects. 3.1 and 3.2.

The Query Dispatcher serves as an entry point into the system to submit
complex subscriptions. Its purpose is to decompose a complex subscription into
pieces and to choreograph them to the DCEP and the EventCloud according to
their expressiveness. In addition it may also pre-allocate EventClouds for outgo-
ing complex events produced by the DCEP and it could ensure security aspects
by contacting another component in charge of maintaining user authorizations
(e.g., Is an Event Consumer X allowed to get information from EventCloud Y ?).
1 Eric Schmidt: http://techcrunch.com/2010/08/04/schmidt-data/.

http://techcrunch.com/2010/08/04/schmidt-data/
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Fig. 1. Proposed architecture

Although this last point is not inside the scope of this paper, the architecture
has been designed with it in mind.

A simple concrete scenario can better explain the interactions between all
the components. Initially, an Event Consumer submits a complex subscription
such as “notify me as soon as a friend is near me who tweeted in the last 2
weeks” (for the sake of conciseness we use english sentences). Once the pattern
reaches the Query Dispatcher (interaction 1 ) it is decomposed into pieces: a pat-
tern and one or more subscriptions. These pieces are forwarded respectively to
the DCEP and the EventClouds according to the expressivity they are support-
ing. One subscription is used to send back to the Event Consumer the complex
events deduced by the DCEP as soon as they are published into the EventCloud
A (interaction 2 ). The other is a subscription sent on behalf of the DCEP to
notify it about simple events that allow to resolve the original complex subscrip-
tion (interaction 4 ). Finally, the Query Dispatcher also conveys a pattern to the
DCEP to inform which kind of events and how they have to be combined in
order to deduce new complex events (interaction 3 ).

One important point to notice here is that all communications with Event-
Clouds go through proxies: EventCloud Subscribe Proxy (ECSP), EventCloud
Publish Proxy (ECPP) and EventCloud Putget Proxy (ECPGP). Thanks to
these proxies, the requests, the responses, the notifications, etc. can be mon-
itored and handled according to QoS properties, see Subsect. 4.3 for Event Level
Agreements.

Moments later, some Event Producers publish new events (interaction 5 ).
These events reach the EventCloud C where they are persisted. In addition, the
events are forwarded to DCEP. At this point of time the DCEP can deduce the
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realtime part of its pattern but it still need to correlate this information with
some historical one. Thus, it queries the EventCloud B for historical information
about Tweets in the past (interactions 7 and 8 ). In addition it could, if necessary,
query several other EventClouds that contain knowledge information or previ-
ously published information. Querying historical information in the aftermath of
a realtime notification imply several up and down communications between the
DCEP and one or more EventCloud. This can be optimized by using the Trigger
mechanism provided by the EventCloud described in Subsect. 3.2 below.

Now, the DCEP has all necessary data to deduce new complex events. These
newly deduced events are pushed inside the EventCloud A (interaction 9 ) and
notified back to the final Event Consumer (interaction 10 and 11 ).

3 Reasoning and Retrieval Model

3.1 DCEP Engine

At the API of any event-based system there is the event format and the query
or pattern language to process events in meaningful ways. As the foundation for
our event format we chose to use RDF for its extensibility, shared schemas and
its semantics. These reseons are will be explained in more detail in this section
below. As a corresponding pattern language we are building on the language
from previous and ongoing work on our ETALIS system called EP-SPARQL
which we extended to meet the needs of structured event models.

RDF Event Format. In a heterogeneous system such as the Internet, a com-
mon understanding of data is crucial. According to Rozsnyai et al. [12] this is
especially true in a decoupled system such as an event-based system where the
producer and consumer of an event might have no knowledge of each other.
Therefore, a consumer must find a way to understand received events which
entails the need for a universal event model [12].

Apart from the advantages of RDF as a data model, there is the advantage
of having a lot of public data readily available in RDF that can be re-used2.
This means that a lot of static data is available to be used as context of events.
Linked Data is the methodology of publishing structured (static) data as RDF
and to interlink the data to make it more useful. Examples of Linked Data are
movies and their globally unique identifiers which can be found on-line. These
identifiers are useful in identity management on the Web. We propose to apply
this methodology3 to streaming data and the principles apply just as well.

For our works, we are developing an RDF Streaming API to adapt the Linked
Data principles to real-time applications. At the same time an event format is
built using RDF so that our data modelling language fits seamlessly with the
data dissemination.

2 Data Sets: http://linkeddata.org/data-sets.
3 Linked Data Principles: http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html.

http://linkeddata.org/data-sets
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/ LinkedData.html
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1 @prefix : <http :// events.event -processing.org/types/> . @prefix

2 xsd: <http ://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#> . @prefix telco:

3 <http :// events.event -processing.org/uc/telco/> . @prefix geo:

4 <http ://www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/wgs84_pos#> .

5
6 e:3363861111740 {

7 e:3363861111740# event a :GeoLocation ;

8 :endTime"1336554276709"^^xsd:dateTime ;

9 :source <http :// sources.event -processing.org/ids/Android#source > ;

10 :stream <http :// streams.event -processing.org/ids/GeoLocation#stream > ;

11 :location [

12 geo:lat"43.60843765"^^xsd:double ;

13 geo:long"7.0582081500000005"^^xsd:double

14 ] .

15 telco:userType"Customer";

16 telco:phoneNumber"33638 xxxxxx";

17 }

Listing 1.1. Example of an RDF Event.

The example in Listing 1.1 shows several facts about our event schema: An
event is using quadruples in TriG syntax. The graph name (a.k.a context)
before the curly braces is used as a unique identifier per stream e.g., to enable
efficient indexing of related contiguous triples in the storage backend for historic
events. The event may link to other events in different streams which were
used as input to create the event. These linked events could have further input
events themselves. This allows modelling of composite events [9]. There is an
event ontology from which type GeoLocation is inherited. This ontology can
be extended by any user by referencing the RDF type Event as a super class.
The ontology makes use of related work by reusing the class “Event” from Dolce
Ultralight based on DOLCE [4]. The event links to a stream URI where cur-
rent events can be obtained as they happen. We are reusing and creating domain
vocabularies to subclass the class Event. For example in Listing 1.1 we use the
W3C geo schema (i.e., geo:lat and geo:long) to add further well-structured
data to the event. Moreover, to facilitate the creation of such data we are offer-
ing input adapters of which we already developed some for Pachube (sensor
data), Facebook and Twitter and a generalized SDK to do the lifting (event
transformation) to RDF.

In conclusion, we developed this event model to satisfy requirements of an
open platform where data from the Web can be reused and which is extensible
and can be used in reasoning and semantic search. Future updates to the event
schema can be tracked on-line4.

Event Processsing SPARQL 2.0. EP-SPARQL [2] is a language executed in
our event processing engine ETALIS. The purpose of EP-SPARQL is matching
the requirements of RDF events which are discussed in Subsect. 3.1. For this
paper we are extending EP-SPARQL to EP-SPARQL 2.0 to deal with struc-
tured events consisting of many RDF triples as opposed to one triple per event.
This greatly increases the ease-of-use of our implementation in environments
where events have many attributes to be processed atomically as opposed to a
single triple per event.

4 Linked Data Streaming: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/sites/lodstream/.

http://km.aifb.kit.edu/sites/lodstream/
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EP-SPARQL 2.0 works with structured events which can combine many prop-
erties, whereas the previous design only looked at one triple at a time. An event
is thus now a graph whereas it used to be a triple before in our earlier designs.
This is much closer to real world systems which must understand events with
multiple facets.

As part of allowing for multiple attributes, the timestamps in each event are
now made explicit (as another event property) whereas they were merely second-
class citizens in our previous work being added in the background to each tuple of
subject-predicate-object. This allows us now to transmit the timestamp as part
of the event RDF graph to support application time (where a source specifies
the occurrence of an event). Additionally, we added more built-in functions to
our language such as all functions like fn:contains from XPATH.

Unlike similar aims pursued in [10] we are supporting all of ETALIS’ opera-
tors which explicitly include event-at-a-time operators and not only set-at-time
operators. The latter can be explained as being only well-defined on windows
(sets of events) whereas the former can select events individually.

Listing 1.2 shows an example query in EP-SPARQL. The purpose of the query
is to find two people who are now close to a location where someone tweeted
before.

1 PREFIX rdf: <http ://www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf -syntax -ns#> PREFIX

2 uctelco: <http :// events.event -processing.org/uc/telco/> PREFIX geo:

3 <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/wgs84_pos#> PREFIX :

4 <http :// events.event -processing.org/types/>

5
6 CONSTRUCT {

7 :e rdf:type : ContextualizedLatitudeEvent .

8 :e :stream <http :// streams.event -processing.org/ids/ContextualizedLatitudeFeed#

stream >.

9 :e :location [ geo:lat ?Latitude1; geo:long ?Longitude1 ] .

10 :e uctelco:phoneNumber ?bob .

11 :e uctelco:phoneNumber ?alice .

12 :e :message"Alice and Bob are close to a where someone tweeted.".

13 }

14 WHERE {

15 GRAPH ?id1 {

16 ?e1 rdf:type :TwitterEvent .

17 ?e1 :endTime ?time .

18 ?e1 :stream <http :// streams.event -processing.org/ids/TwitterFeed#stream > .

19 ?e1 :location [ geo:lat ?Latitude1; geo:long ?Longitude1 ] .

20 }

21 FILTER ?time > (NOW() - xsd:duration("P14D"))

22 WINDOW {

23 EVENT ?id2 {

24 ?e2 rdf:type :GeoLocation .

25 ?e2 :stream <http :// streams.event -processing.org/ids/GeoLocation#stream > .

26 ?e2 :location [ geo:lat ?Latitude2; geo:long ?Longitude2 ] .

27 ?e2 uctelco:phoneNumber ?alice .

28 }

29 FILTER fn:abs(? Latitude1 - ?Latitude2) < 0.1 && fn:abs(? Longitude1 - ?

Longitude2) < 0.5

30 SEQ

31 EVENT ?id3 {

32 ?e3 rdf:type :GeoLocation .

33 ?e3 :stream <http :// streams.event -processing.org/ids/GeoLocation#stream > .

34 ?e3 :location [ geo:lat ?Latitude3; geo:long ?Longitude3 ] .

35 ?e3 uctelco:phoneNumber ?bob .

36 }

37 FILTER fn:abs(? Latitude2 - ?Latitude3) < 0.1 && fn:abs(? Longitude2 - ?

Longitude3) < 0.5

38 && ?alice != ?bob

39 } ("PT20M"^^xsd:duration , sliding)

40 }

Listing 1.2. Example EP-SPARQL Query.
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This example demonstrates several facts about our query language: We mod-
elled EP-SPARQL as close to SPARQL 1.1 [6] as possible. Exceptions are being
made for necessary event operators and the denotations of events compared to
non-event historic data. Historic data is processed by EventCloud. Event deriva-
tion (the modelling of the resulting complex event) is handled through a CON-
STRUCT clause as according to SPARQL 1.1. The clause contains a template
of triples for the complex event. Additional attributes like the time stamps are
handled implicitly because they are derived automatically from the participating
simple events which form the complex event according to the semantics of the
event operators. The pattern in the WHERE clause contains several events com-
bined with event operators (e.g., SEQ, cf. [2]) nested in a sliding time window
defined by the xsd:duration. Each event is matched separately according to
its content like a GRAPH clause does in SPARQL 1.1. The clause, however, is
denoted with EVENT here to distinguish the real-time parts of the query from
the optional historic parts. The latter works like traditional queries which are
evaluated after or while the complex event is detected. We extended our under-
lying engine ETALIS to execute XPATH functions such as fn:contains() to
be more expressive with regard to handling XML data types.

This concludes the description of EP-SPARQL 2.0, our revised design for
continuously querying structured, rich events in RDF.

3.2 EventCloud

The EventCloud is a distributed datastore that allows to store quadruples (RDF
triples with context) and to manage events represented as quadruples or set of
quadruples (a.k.a., compound event). Compound events are essential because the
number of elements contained by an event (quadruple) is limited. A compound
event is a coarse grain event that is made of a non-limited number of quadruples.
In addition, supposing that a quadruple is modeled by a 4-tuple q = (c, s, p, o)
and a compound event by a set C = {q0, q1, ..., qn} then each q of C shares the
same context value c in order to have the opportunity to identify the quadruples
that form this compound event.

To scale, the architecture is based on a structured Peer-to-Peer (P2P) net-
work named Content Addressable Network (CAN) [11]. A CAN is a structured
P2P network (structured in opposition to unstructured, another category of P2P
networks better suited to high peer churn) based on a d -dimensional Cartesian
coordinate space labeled D. This space is dynamically partitioned among all
peers in the system such that each node is responsible for indexing and storing
data in a zone of D thanks to a traditional RDF datastore such as Jena [3].
According to our data model, we use a 4-dimensional CAN in order to associate
each RDF term of a quadruple to a dimension of the CAN network. Thus, a
quadruple to index is a point in a 4-dimensional space.

Retrieval Model. At the EventCloud level, an API is provided according
to a retrieval model based on pull and push mechanisms. The pull or put/get
mode refers to one-time queries; an application formulates a query to retrieve
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data which have been already stored. In contrast, the push or pub/sub mode is
used to notify applications which register long standing queries and push back
a notification each time an event that matches them occurs.

Both retrieval modes have their filter model based on SPARQL that is usu-
ally used to retrieve and manipulate data stored in RDF format with one time
queries. This language is suitable to build a very expressive filter model. Even
if it could be used as a pull retrieval model, for the push retrieval model we
introduced some restrictions: we only allow SELECT query form and a pattern
applies to one graph value at a time. As such SPARQL provides us the ability to
formulate a subscription by associating several filter constraints to a quadruple
(event), but also to a set of quadruples that belong to the same compound event.
This means that several events of a same compound event that are published
asynchronously at different times may participate to the matching of a subscrip-
tion by using their common constraints. Also, due to the distributed nature of
the EventCloud, each quadruple is possibly stored different peers.

1 PREFIX foaf: <http :// xmlns.com/foaf /0.1/ >

2
3 SELECT ?user ?name ?age WHERE {

4 GRAPH ?g {

5 ?user foaf:name ?name .

6 ?user foaf:age ?age

7 } FILTER (?age >= 18 && ?age <= 25)

8 }

Listing 1.3. Legal SPARQL subscription indicating that only events about users whose
age is between 18 and 25 have to be notified.

Listing 1.3 shows an example of a subscription that is used to deliver a
notification each time two events that belong to the same compound event
(represented by the graph pattern and its associated variable ?g) match the con-
straints. This subscription depicts two types of constraints that may be uttered.
The first one is a join constraint (lines 5 and 6 ). It consists in computing an
equi-join condition on the variable ?user with the events of the same graph
that match the triple patterns (a triple that may contain variables for querying
unknown values). The second type of constraints that may be formulated are fil-
ter constraints. Filter constraints are shown in the example by using the FILTER
keyword on line 7. This second type of constraint may contain several logically
related predicates.

It is important to understand that our push retrieval mode is not supposed to
act as a CEP engine correlating several compound events from several streams.
Join queries apply on a single compound event with the purpose to deliver it to
the CEP only if it is meaningful for the complex subscription.

Triggers. As introduced in Sect. 2, a client of an EventCloud such as the DCEP
may have, depending of the complex subscription to handle, a need to execute
one or more historical queries after having received notifications for simple sub-
scriptions. When this scenario occurs, several round-trips between the DCEP
and the EventCloud(s) are necessary to dispatch each historical query and to
receive their results independently whereas only the last result is of importance.
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Notice that as simple subscriptions are extracted from the original complex sub-
scriptions, historical queries to perform in the future are known when they enter
the system. The EventCloud is designed and optimized for such a scenario. It
provides a trigger mechanism to register a simple realtime subscription along
with a sequence of historical queries to perform. The historical queries can be
parameterized with variables associated to the realtime subscription. Then, when
the subscription is verified and before to execute the next historical query, the
variables are resolved by using the values that have matched the subscription.

Thus, if there are S simple subscriptions to register and H historical queries
to execute for each S, without triggers it implies to fire S×H round-trips between
the DCEP and an EventCloud to retrieve the final result. With triggers only S
round-trips are necessary to retrieve the same information.

4 Monitoring

Monitoring is essential in a platform such as the one we propose in Sect. 2. Firstly,
to ensure that component managers are able to detect failures and conditions
that may slow down the execution of a particular component. Secondly, to allow
components to self-adapt according to the load they encounter, but also because
Event Level Agreements (ELA) may be established between the platform and
the users or between some components of the platform. In this way, to detect
the violation and to ensure in some cases the property, a monitoring compo-
nent dedicated to the platform must be able to gather information from other
components and provide a high level view of what happens.

4.1 Communications

To allow to build a dynamic architecture, communications between components
participating in the monitoring process are based on an Event Driven Architec-
ture (EDA), as for the EventCloud. The different monitoring actors (Query Dis-
patcher, DCEP, EventClouds and Platform Monitor) can subscribe and publish
asynchronously monitoring data in a dynamic way based on the needs. Regarding
monitoring reports, they are based on OASIS Web Service Notification (WSN)
for interoperability with existing tools.

4.2 Sensors

Monitoring data has to be collected in the runtime system and provided to
interested parties by dedicated software components. We call these components
sensors by analogy to hardware sensors. The Query Dispatcher, DCEP and the
EventClouds embed soft “sensors” at each entry and exit point. Regarding an
EventCloud, it means that each proxy but also each peer contains a sensor which
is able to report activity about events handled (received, sent, stored, etc.).

In addition, each node contained by the EventCloud embeds a monitoring
component dedicated to measure node activity (CPU consumption, memory,
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incoming/outgoing requests rate and more generally the load). Thanks to these
information, the EventClouds are able to detect overloaded nodes and to react
consequently by adapting themself.

These sensors are implemented by using GCM/ProActive; a distributed soft-
ware component model. It allows to plug easily specific components for sens-
ing monitoring information to functional components representing EventCloud
nodes.

4.3 Event Level Agreement (ELA)

Service Level agreements have been introduced in Service Oriented Architecture
as a contract between service providers and service clients. Here, we define agree-
ments in the same manner for Event Driven Architecture. In this context, events
are the core of the interactions between producers and consumers. As produc-
ers and consumers are decoupled, the contract could be defined either between
producers and the platform or between consumers and the platform.

For example, a consumer may formulate its interest in some kind of events
through a complex subscription deployed into the Query Dispatcher. Also, this
consumer could require to receive at most X events per second. This is expressed
through an ELA contract attached to the subscription.

Each component of the platform is involved in the process of a complex sub-
scription reports. Once it receives a subscription from the Platform Monitor,
it starts sending information about incoming and outgoing events (when it has
been received, who is the provider, etc.). Thanks to these reports, the Platform
Monitor has the ability to correlate these information to verify if the ELA con-
tract is still valid at this point of time. Then, when the agreement is violated it
is possible to further analyze the reason and to react by replaying a time win-
dows. Indeed, an EventCloud provides storage capabilities and one or more can
be dedicated to store monitoring information in addition to business events.

5 Related Work

There are already some approaches experimenting how to store and query RDF
data, including with the aim to face a large volume of data and multiple con-
current (synchronous only) queries. For instance, BigOwlim5 follows a master
slave approach to query in parallel the RDF store, but the master remains a cen-
tral bottleneck. Also, some contemplate the use of Cloud approaches, combined
with NO-SQL database technologies. CumulusRDF [7] proposed to rely upon
the Cassandra [8] key-value store, by leveraging its two levels indexing model in
order to store and retrieve RDF triples, again in a only synchronous mode. The
choices they make in CumulusRDF are driven by the need to retrieve RDF data
by triple patterns only and not the full expressivity of SPARQL.

As for vocabulary for events, in Event Processing some attempts were made.
A notable approach from research is the XML format of AMIT presented in [1].
5 BigOwlim Replication: http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/replication-cluster.

http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/replication-cluster
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It goes beyond the previous approaches, for example, by providing more detailed
temporal semantics and by modelling not only events but generalization, special-
ization and other relationships between events which can be used in processing
which we inherit in our current works. RDF-based event formats exist. Such
schemas include E* [5] and others, all of which also rely on the DOLCE [4] top-
level ontology as do we. However, they do not seem to be tailored to real-time
processing of events because a lot of (e.g., temporal) expressivity such as relative
and vague time is not supported by the state of the art in real-time processing
engines. Our event format combines a large part of the expressivity and flexi-
bility of the aforementioned formats with the execution model of our processing
engine ETALIS.

6 Conclusion

In conclusion this paper outlines necessary technologies to realise a Web of stream-
ing information. This includes an event format which is based on well-known
notions of time and place, and an accompanying query language to filter and
process these events. Using semantic technologies for these artefacts is a step in
the direction of a grand challenge for the real-time Web which should be decen-
tralized, global, Internet-like and built upon widely-accepted open standards.
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